Consider the random graph G(P n , r) whose vertex set P n is a Poisson point process of
Any two vertices X i , X j ∈ P n are connected by an edge with probability g 
Introduction and Main Results
The random connection model (RCM) has proved to be a very useful model in applications in many branches of science such as physics, epidemiology and telecommunications [Franceschetti and Meester 2007] . A specific case of the RCM is the random geometric graph (RGG) studied in great detail in ]. The RGG, the RCM, and its generalizations such as the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) graph have been used extensively in modeling in wireless networks ( [Franceschetti and Meester 2007, Haenggi 2013] ). In this context, some of the questions of interest pertain to percolation, connectivity and coverage.
The existence of a phase transition for the percolation problem in a RCM was shown in [Penrose 1991] . Random connection models have also been studied in [Ballister et al. 2004 , Ballister et al. 2005 . In recent years there is a growing interest in the study of spatial preferential attachment graphs. Such a graph incorporates elements of the RCM as well as those of preferential attachment graphs. The problem of interest is the asymptotic degree distribution, clustering coefficient and phase transition behavior (see for example [Jacob and Mörters 2015] and references therein). However, the problem of connectivity in a RCM still remains open. [Mao and Anderson 2011] derive a parameter regime under which the number of isolated nodes in the RCM converges to a Poisson distribution. This provides a necessary condition for the RCM to be connected with probability approaching one (also referred to as with high probability ( whp)). Recently [Penrose 2015 ] considers a general random connection model and derives conditions under which one obtains Poisson convergence for the number of isolated vertices. In this paper we derive a strong law result for the critical parameter required to eleminate isolated nodes in a RCM. This critical parameter can be thought of as the analog of the largest nearest neighbor distance in the usual random geometric graph (see ]). The main result of this paper is a sufficient condition for the RCM to be connected whp. We also derive strong law results for the length of the longest edge in the connectivity regime. These results are of independent interest, for instance, in determining the diameter of the graph and in routing algorithms in communication networks.
In this paper they enable us to work a localization argument in a couple of results.
In order to describe some of our results it will be useful to construct a coupled family of graphs. Let (Ω, F , P ) be a probability space on which all the random variables to be described are defined. Let
We ignore the edge effects in our graphs by equipping S with the toroidal metric d(x, y) = inf{|x − y − z| : z ∈ Z d }, where | · | denotes the Euclidean norm. Let {X 1 , X 2 , . . .} be a sequence of independent random variables distributed uniformly in S. Let {N n } n≥1 be a non-decreasing sequence of random variables with N n having a Poisson distribution with mean n. Define the coupled sequence of
Poisson point processes on S by P n := {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X Nn }, n ≥ 1. The connection function
be a sequence of independent random variables with uniform distribution on [0, 1].
The graph G n (r) = G(P n , r) is the graph with vertex set P n with an edge between two
, independent of every thing else. Thus an edge exists between X i and X j in G n (r) with probability g
which is non-decreasing in r. This together with the coupling constructed above ensures that if X i , X j ∈ P n and an edge exists between these two vertices in G n+1 (r) then it exists between these two vertices in G n (s) for all s > r. With g = 1 [0, 1] , the RCM reduces to the usual RGG. Throughout this paper, a coupling will refer to the construction above.
For RGG it is known that the critical radius required to connect the graph and that of the largest nearest neighbor distance (the smallest radius required to eliminate isolated nodes) are identical whp. As one increases the radius in a RGG, with high probability, it gets connected at the same time when the isolated nodes disappear (see (13.37) ]).
Thus to study connectivity in a RCM it is instructive to consider the regime under which the expected number of isolated nodes stabilize. Let W n (r) be the number of isolated nodes (vertices with degree zero) in G n (r).
Proposition 1.1. Define the sequence of parameters {r n (b)} n≥1 by r n (b) d = log n+b αn , b ∈ R and suppose that the connection function satisfies g(r) = o(r −c ) as r → ∞ for some c > d.
The result also holds if we replace b by a sequence b n → b. Mao and Anderson (2011) in fact
show that with r n (b) as in Proposition 1.1, the distribution of W n converges to a Poisson distribution with mean e −b . This shows that b n → ∞ is a necessary condition for G n (r n (b))
to be connected whp. To state the strong law result for the critical parameter required to eleminate isolated nodes, we define for n ≥ 1 the sequence of random variables
We are now ready to state the main result of this paper which is a sufficient condition for the graph to be connected whp. The idea behind the proof is similar to the renormalization argument used in percolation problems. Let θ be the volume of the unit ball in R d . Since the function g is non-increasing and takes values in the interval [0, 1] , the function xg α xθ is strictly increasing with limits at zero and infinity being zero and infinity respectively. Thus
is well defined and β ≥ 1. For any γ > 0 and n ≥ 1,r n (γ) is defined by the following
A sequence of events {A n } n≥1 is said to hold whp if P (A n ) → 1 as n → ∞. Remark 1.5. The results of this paper hold true when the number of vertices is fixed to be n instead of the Poisson number N n by the standard de-Poissoinization argument (see .
In this section we first prove two results, one on the length of longest edge at a typical node and the other on the longest edge in the graph in the connectivity regime, that is when the scaling parameter satisfies (1.6) for some γ > 0. In (1.6) and in what follows, all definitions will be assumed to hold for n sufficiently large so thatr We first consider the length of the longest edge incident on a typical edge. Denote the origin by O and let P o denote the Palm distribution of P n conditioned on a point being located at the origin. Since P n is a Poisson point process, the distribution of P n under P o is the same as that of P n ∪ {O} under P . Letr n (γ) be as defined in (1.6). We will writer n for r n (γ) whenever there is no ambiguity. Let B(x, r) denote a ball of radius r centered at x with respect to the Euclidean norm denoted by | · |. Define
Define the sequencer n = a nrn . Our first result is on the length of the longest edge incident on a typical node in G n (r n (γ)).
in (1.6), (2.1) respectively. For any β ∈ R, let a n ,r n be the sequences defined above. Let L o n be the length of the longest edge incident on the origin in the graph G n (r n ) under the Palm
Remark 2.2. The longest edge of a typical node in the RCM is longer by a factor of a n than that in a RGG in the connectivity regime.
The next result is on the length of the longest edge in the graph G n (r n ), wherer n (γ) is as defined in (1.6). While this result is of independent interest, a variation of this result will be used to carry out a localization argument in the proof of parts (ii), (iii) of Theorem 1.2.
Proposition 2.3. Let g(r) = o(e −cr ) as r → ∞ for some c > 0, and letr n (γ) be as in (1.6).
Then almost surely, the length of the longest edge
We now state some results on the vertex degrees in G n (r n ).
Proposition 2.4. Letr n be as in (1.6), g(r) = o(r −c ) as r → ∞ for some c > d. Define Theorem 2.5. Let ∆ n = ∆(r n ) denote the maximum vertex degree in G n (r n ) wherer n is as defined in (1.6).
Thus, in the connectivity regime, the expected vertex degree as well as the maximum degree grows logarithmically in n. The following result shows that when the scaling parameter is above the critical threshold required to eleminate isolated nodes, then the minimum vertex degree also grows logarithmically in n.
Theorem 2.6. Let δ n = δ(r n ) denote the minimum vertex degree in G n (r n ) wherer n is as defined in (1.6).
(i) If g(r) = o(e −cr ) for some c > 0 as r → ∞, then almost surely δ n → 0 as n → ∞ for any γ < 1 .
(ii) If g(r) = o(r −c ) for some c > d as r → ∞, then for any γ > 1 we have almost surely
as r → ∞ for some c > 0, then for any γ > 1 we have almost surely 
Proofs
In what follows C 1 , C 2 , . . . will denote constants whose value will change from place to place.
We recall a few notations. O denotes the origin in R d and B(x, r) the ball of radius r centered at x. P o denotes the Palm distribution of P n , that is the measure P conditioned on there being a point of P n at the origin and E o the expectation with respect to P o . We begin the proofs with a useful Lemma that will be invoked several times.
Lemma 3.1. Let {r n } n≥1 be a sequence defined by r d n = a log n+b αn , for some a > 0 and b ∈ R.
Proof. Consider the integral in (3.1).
The result now follows since c > d.
Proof of Proposition 1.1. By the Campbell-Mecke formula, E[W n (r n (b)] equals n times the probability that the origin is isolated in G n (r n (b)) under P o . The set of points of P n with edges incident on O form a Poisson point process with intensity ng
Note that d(O, y) = |y|, y ∈ S. Making the change of variable z = r −1 n y we get
as n → ∞ by Lemma 3.1.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 has several parts and so we split it into two parts. Proof. Fix b > 1 and choose a such that a(b − 1) > 1. Letr n be as defined in (1.6). For k ≥ 1 define n k = a k and define the two sequences of events
and
The coupling used in the construction of G n yields
Applying the Campbell-Mecke formula to the right hand side of the above inequality we get
Make the standard change of variable z =r n k (b) −1 y. Since n k+1 n k > 1 and bounded we have using Lemma 3.1
which is summable since a(b − 1) > 1. It follows by the Borel-Cantelli lemma that almost surely only finitely many of the events B k , and hence the events A n , happen. In other words, almost surely
eventually for all b > 1. The result now follows since b > 1 is arbitrary.
At this stage we will prove Proposition 2.3 since as noted earlier, a variation of this result (see remark below following the proof) will be used to prove parts (ii), (iii) of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Proposition 2.3. We first prove (2.3). Fix ǫ > 0 and choose η > 0 sufficiently small so that (1 + ǫ)(1 − η) > 1. Define the subsequence n k = k a , k ≥ 1, where a > 0 is chosen so as to satisfy a((1 + ǫ)(1 − η) − 1) > 1. Let D n (r, L) be the event that there is an edge in G n (r) of length larger than L. Definẽ
and let {E k } k≥1 be the sequence of events defined by
By the remark following the construction of the coupled family of graphs G n (r), we get
Let A k be the set of points in P n k+1 for which there is an edge of length greater thanL n k+1 (ǫ) incident on it in the graph G P n k+1 ,r n k (γ) . Using the above inclusion, we get
By the Campbell-Mecke formula and using the fact that 1 − e −x ≤ x, we get
By the assumption on the function g, we have
Using this inequality in (3.3) we get for all k sufficiently large
we have for all k sufficiently large
Substituting in (3.5), we get for all k sufficiently large
which is summable since a((1 + ǫ)(1 − δ) − 1) > 1. By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, almost surely, only finitely many of the E k and hence the D n (r n (γ),L n (ǫ)) occur. In other words, almost surely, we have L n (γ) r n (γ) log n ≤ 1 + ǫ c , for all n sufficiently large. (2.3) now follows since ǫ > 0 is arbitrary.
To prove (2.4), we proceed as in the proof of (2.3) above withL n (ǫ) replaced byL n (b) = n is arbitrary.
Remark 3.3. While the above technique gives us tighter bounds, which are of independent interest, we will need a somewhat stronger statement on the behaviour of L n for the localization arguments we present below. Suppose we take a = 1 in the above proof, that is, we do not use the subsequence argument. Then following the above proof it is easy to see that Proof. We first prove (3.9). Fix ǫ ∈ (0, 1) and choose δ, ǫ 1 such that 0 < δ < ǫ < ǫ 1 < 1,
, where θ is the volume of the unit ball in R d . Let (3.11) and define the sequence of events
where L n (η) is the longest edge in the graph G n (r n (η)). From Remark 3.3, we have
Let κ n be the packing number of S by balls of radiusL n (ǫ 1 ). Then for sufficiently large n,
(3.14)
Let {x
κn } be a deterministic set of points in S such that the balls B(x
n be the event that there is exactly one point of P n in the ball B(x (n) i ,r n ) which is isolated (respectively, has no edge to any point of
Suppose we show that
( 3.15) It then follows by the Borel-Cantelli lemma that almost surely, for all n sufficiently large,
n occurs for some i. In other words, there is a vertex in G n (r n (η)) which is isolated, that is, d n >r n (η). The result will then follow since η < 1 is arbitrary. Thus it remains to show (3.15).
where
is as defined in (3.12). (3.15) will follow from (3.13) and (3.16) provided we show that
From (3.11) we havẽ L n (ǫ) +r n = (log n)
for all n sufficiently large. It follows that
where we have used the fact that the eventsẼ
n , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are independent and the
n ,r n ). Then using Lemma 3.1 we 19) where the inequality in the second line above is obtained by first making the standard change of variable and then replacingr
Substituting from (3.14) and (3.19) in (3.18)
we get
which is summable since ǫ > δ. This completes the proof of (3.9).
To prove (3.10), we proceed exactly as in the proof of (3.9) with some minor changes. Choose
The inequality (3.14) will change to
The analog of (3.17) holds since b 1 < b < 1. The bound obtained in (3.19) holds in this case as well. Thus, substituting from (3.19), (3.20) we get
which is summable since b 1 > δ + η. This proves (3.10).
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.2 now follows from Propositions 3.2 and 3.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let β be as defined in (1.5). Fix γ > β and choose b > 1 such that
. Consider the graph G n (r n (γ)).
A one hop path is said to exist between X i , X j ∈ P n if there is a vertex X k ∈ P n such that
. Let E n = E n (γ) be the event that there is a vertex X ∈ P n such that X does not have a one hop path to some point in P n ∩ B(X,r n (b)) in the graph G n (r n (γ)).
Suppose we show that P (E n ) → 0 as n → ∞. It follows that every vertex in G n (r n (γ)) is connected to each one of itsr n (b) neighbour via a one hop path whp. However existence of a path to all ther n (b) neighbour implies that the graph is connected whp (Theorem 13.7, ). This will prove the result. To this end we estimate P (E n ).
For any X ∈ P n , let E n (X) be the event that X is not connected to at least one vertex in P n ∩ B(X,r n (b)) in the graph G n (r n (γ)) via a one hop path. Then by the Campbell-Mecke formula we get
Let H n be the event that the number of points of P n in B(O,r n (b)) is does not exceed a log n. Then by Theorem 6.14, ], we can and do choose a sufficiently large so that P (H c n ) → 0 as n → ∞ . Let A n be the event that the origin is not connected to a point chosen uniformly at random in the ball B(O,r n (b)) via a one hop path in the graph
, by the above observation and using the union bound, it suffices to show that n(log n)P o (A n ) → 0 as n → ∞.
The integrand in (3.21) is the probability that there is no point in P n \ {O, y} that connects to both the origin and y in G n (r n (γ)) under P o,y . Changing the variables from (y, z) to (u, v) with u = ŷ r n (γ) and v = ẑ r n (γ) , in (3.21), and using Lemma 3.1 we get
, and g is non-increasing, (3.22) can be bounded by
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Recall thatr n = γ log n αn andr n = a nrn , where the sequence {a n } satisfies G(a n ) → e −β as n → ∞ with G as defined in (2.1). The points of P n under P o located in S \ B(O,r n ) that have an edge to the origin form a non-homogenous Poisson point process and hence
Since Proposition 2.3 has already been proved, we now prove Proposition 2.4.
Proof of Proposition 2.4. By the Campbell-Mecke formula,
where Z n is a Poisson random variable with mean
The result now follows from the central limit theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.5. We first prove (2.7). Fix ǫ > 0 and choose δ ∈ (0, ǫ) such that
where a > 1 is chosen such that aη > 1. Define the sequence c n = (1 + ǫ)γH
Then using the coupling and the union bound we get
The degree at the origin under P o in G n k+1 (r n k (γ)) is Poisson distributed with mean 24) and hence using the Chernoff bound (see Lemma 1.2, ]) we have
Since δ < ǫ, we have for all k sufficiently large,
Substituting from (3.26), (3.27) in (3.25) and using the fact that H is increasing in [1, ∞)
Substituting from (3.28) in (3.23) we get 29) which is summable in k. Hence by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, almost surely, only finitely many of the events ∪ n k+1 n=n k (∆ n ≥ c n ), and hence, only finitely many of the events {∆ n ≥ c n } occur. It follows that almost surely, ∆ n log n ≤ (1 + ǫ)γH
for all n sufficiently large. Since ǫ > 0 is arbitrary and H
−1
+ is increasing, we have that almost surely lim sup n→∞ ∆ n log n ≤ γH
This proves (2.7). To prove (2.8) it suffices by (2.7) to show that
The proof of (3.30) is similar to that of (3.9) and we will borrow notations used in proving (3.9). Fix ǫ 1 ∈ (0, 1). Since H −1
+ is increasing we can and do choose ǫ ∈ (0, ǫ 1 ) and η > 0 such that
LetL n (ǫ) be as defined in (3.11) and let D n defined as in (3.12). Let κ n be the packing number of S by balls of radiusL n (ǫ 1 ) which satisfies the inequality in (3.14) for all n sufficiently large. Let {x
κn } be a deterministic set of points in S such that the balls
i ,L n (ǫ 1 )), i = 1, 2, . . . , κ n , are disjoint. Define the sequence {c n } n≥1 by c n = γH
, where θ is the volume of the unit ball in R d . Choose δ < ǫ sufficiently small so that
for all n sufficiently large. Such a choice of δ is possible since
as n → ∞ and the right hand side expression in the above equation converges to α as δ → 0.
Let E (i) n Ẽ (i) n be the event that there is exactly one point of P n in the ball B(x (n) i ,r n ) whose degree is at least c n (which has an edge to at least c n many points in P n ∩ B(x (n) i ,L n (ǫ 1 ))) in the graph G n (r n (γ)). (3.30) follows if we show (3.15) by an argument similar to the one that appears below it. Following the same steps as in the proof of (3.15), it suffices to show that exp −κ n P Ẽ (1) n is summable. where m n is as defined in (3.34). By the choice of δ and (3.31) we have for all n sufficiently large c n m n ≤ (1 − η)
By the standard change of variable, it is easy to see that m n ≤ nr d n (η)α = γ log n. Using these two inequalities in (3.35) and the fact that H(x) is increasing for x > 1 we have for all n sufficiently large P Ẽ (1) n ≥ C 3 log n n δ exp (−(1 − ǫ) log n) = C 3 log n n 1+δ−ǫ .
It follows from (3.14) and the above inequality that exp −κ n P Ẽ (1) n ≤ exp −C 4 n (log n) d+1 log n n 1+δ−ǫ = exp −C 4 n ǫ−δ 36) which is summable since ǫ > δ. This proves (2.8) since ǫ 1 > 0 is arbitrary.
To prove (2.9) we proceed as in the proof of (2.8) with the modifications similar to those in the proof of (3.10). Fix b 1 ∈ 0, . Choose ǫ, η > 0 so that
Take c n = γH
log n. ReplaceL n (ǫ),L n (ǫ 1 ) byL n (b) andL n (b 1 ) respectively, in the proof of (2.8) above. Choose δ < ǫ so as to satisfy (3.34). Since κ n now satisfies (3.20), proceeding as in the proof of (2.8) we will end up with the same bound as in (3.36) which is summable since ǫ > δ. The result now follows since b 1 < c−3d c−d
is arbitrary.
Proof of Theorem 2.6. Part (i) of the proof follows immediately from Theorem 1.2 (ii).
The rest of the proof is entirely analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.5 with the obvious changes. We illustrate this by proving part (ii), the proof of which is similar to that of (2.7).
Fix ǫ > 0 so that 1+ǫ γ < 1. Let δ, η, a, n k , be as in the proof of (2.7). Define c n as c n = (1 − ǫ)γH
Consider the sequence s k = P ∪ n k+1 n=n k (δ n (r n (γ)) ≤ c n ) ≤ P δ n k (r n k+1 ) ≤ c n k+1 . Proceeding as in the proof of (2.7) and using the fact that H is decreasing in [0, 1] we obtain the same bound for s k as on the right hand side of (3.29). It then follows that the sequence s k is summable from which (2.10) follows.
